
The Headquarters of International Collaboration organizes a series of
seminars/workshops on English Medium Instruction (EMI). This winter,
we will offer an online seminar on EMI conducted by Temple University
Main Campus (TU).

■Date & Time：December 16 (Sat), 2023, 10:00 AM to 11:30 AM (Japan time)

■Number of participants：Max. 30 participants (No minimum number of participants)

■Target : Full-time or specially-appointed faculty  (excluding teaching
assistants) and;

■Instructor：Prof. Stephanie Fiore L., Ph.D. 

■Format & Language : Online seminar via Zoom in English
■Participation fee：Free of charge

■Materials：Relevant materials will be provided by TU before and/or 
after the seminar, and distributed to registered participants                     
by International Collaboration Office.

■Report：This seminar is being held with the financial support of the  
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science, and Technology  
(MEXT). As a participant in this seminar, it is mandatory to submit
a report within one week after completing this seminar. 
※The format of the report will be provided to you before the start of this seminar.

■Objective：To gain further pedagogical knowledge necessary for EMI

Associate Vice Provost and Senior Director,
the Center for the Advancement of Teaching, Temple University

- Anyone who are teaching or planning to teach their content in English
- Anyone who are interested in the EMI expert’s seminar 
- Anyone who has the hope of developing their EMI skills and understanding
- Anyone who want to know how to deal with EMI related issues

※The university will cover the cost of participation in this seminar.
※Cancellations after application are generally not allowed. If you cancel after your application, you may

be asked to pay the fee.
※Please prepare your own PC, headset, etc. for use during participation.

The Webinar on EMI
- Pedagogical Knowledge and Practice -

Faculty Development Program in the ”Top Global University Project” by the MEXT

NGLISH EDIUM NSTRUCTION

Please apply via the following link or QR code.
https://forms.office.com/r/pnCQA4RqDB

Application Period：Tue. Nov. 21 to Wed. Dec. 13

Inquiries： International Collaboration Office Email： ico@mics.meiji.ac.jp



Temple University

Temple University is a state university, founded in 1884, has its 

main campus in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA. 

It is one of the largest schools in the United States, with eight

campuses in Pennsylvania, Tokyo and Rome.

The Center for the Advancement of Teaching

The Center for the Advancement of Teaching (CAT) is the central educational

development center at Temple University, serving all of Temple’s 17 colleges and all

8 campuses, including campuses abroad. The work the center does aligns with and

supports Temple University’s commitment to academic quality by promoting the

value and practice of excellent teaching that facilitates student learning,

development, and growth. CAT’s programs, services and resources support

evidence-based teaching and curricular practices in all modalities, including the

effective use of teaching technologies, and offer opportunities for faculty and

Teaching Assistants to learn from the experience and expertise of their colleagues.

The center also supports the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL) on

campus, helping to develop faculty’s knowledge on how to conduct SoTL research

and managing the Umbrella IRB that allows for streamlined approval for these

projects. The center director also provides guidance and thought leadership to the

university’s senior leadership regarding matters related to teaching and learning.


